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Demonstration sites
We have good News from our demonstration Site
Bordelum, The meters are installed.
Read more

Presentation of carpeDIEM
A very special Event takes place from October 4-5
when carpeDIEM has its own Session on the '100 %
Climate

Neutrality'

conference

in

Sønderborg.

The preparations took long and soon we'll welcome
speakers from Brussels, Munich, Zürich and other
places

to

share

their

knowledge

with

us.

Here is a program of the 'Intelligent Energy Systems
Session'
Outside the presentation halls will be an exhibition area
were we will be present.

Highlighting the conference
While each day brings news on catastrophes due to
climate change, politics don't care about the climate in
their debates. It seems as if the 2 degree limit for
global warming that was agreed on in Paris is
forgotten.
We care! Technical solutions and innovation together
with actors within our cities are capable of solving the
challenges that we are facing.
Sign up under www.climateneutral.eu before
September 27!

Students get free access to our 100 % Climate Neutrality
Conference
Register for a bus shuttle from Flensburg
Participants that want to join from Flensburg get the possibility to sign up for a but
shuttle to Sønderborg and back. They should check the bus
shuttle: http://brightgreenbusiness.com/en-GB/Studentregistration.aspx
Thanks to some of our sponsers we’re even able to offer free lunch for students on
October 4th.
Check out the program on www.climateneutral.eu/program

Don't get lost in the different sessions
Here is a brief overview and abstracts to all sessions will follow soon. Find the
programs of each session under the session description for download.
Intelligent Energy Systems
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SmartEnCities

International Green Entrepreneurship
Forum

The workshop will present cases from
smart city transition at different

will demonstrate how smart

aggregation levels and technology

technologies facilitate entrepreneurship

dimensions:

and innovation in cities and it will be
discussed how a transition to a



The role of ICT in smart cities,
Urmo Lethsalu, Eesti Telekom
AS



Buildings as a thermal storage
– a case study from
Gothenbourg, Patrick Arvsell,
Goteborgenergi



Integration of the hidden
refrigeration capacity as a heat
pump in smart energy
systems, Torben Funder,
Danfoss

and more.

sustainable development can be
achieved from an entrepreneurial point
of view. Companies from green
entrepreneurship in the transportation
sector can be meat in the Round Table
discussion.

Participatory Approaches

Another very important aspect, how do we integrate the people? What are successful
approaches that proved to work? Examples will be given from Flensburg, Tunesia
and Jordan.

Check out the program for frequent updates, stay connected and like us on Facebook
and LinkedIn

👍: www.climateneutral.eu

Events
The following two events are organized by us.


October 4-5, 2017 100% Climate Neutrality
Conference with Session dedicated to Intelligent
Energy Systems



October 5, 2017 Network Meeting carpeDIEM on
the conference site. Please register by sending
an email to Katharina Rubahn

Find more interesting events on our homepage.
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